DANCE/talk
February 27 – March 1, 1997

GEOMETRIC FRIENDS
Written and recited by Catherine Glover

MY MAY
Music by Billie Holiday
Choreographed by Katharine Birdsall
Danced by Ann Meibow

WINTER IS MY NEIGHBOR’S GRANDMA
Written and recited by Catherine Glover

ANDARUN BIRUN
Music by Shahidi
Choreographed and danced by Miki Liszt

TO BE CONTINUED
Music by Code Magenta
Poem by Cornelius Eady
Danced by Brad Stoller & Miki Liszt

WRITER’S BLOCK
Written and recited by Catherine Glover
THE FURTHER/FINAL ADVENTURES OF PAOLO AND CATRINA

Choreographed by Cat Maguire
Danced by Ann Megibow & Glenn Harris

REFLECTIONS ON THE FACE CARVED INTO A WOOD BOTTLE CAP

Written and recited by Catherine Glover

MISCONCEPTION

Written by Brad Stoller, with Glenn Harris and Mecca Burns
Directed by Mecca Burns
Performed by Brad Stoller & Glenn Harris